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Part I: Program Overview 
A. Program Data Overview:
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B. Student Learning Outcomes Assessment Overview: 
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C. Curriculum Overview: 
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D. Scheduling Overview: 
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E. Technology, Equipment, and Facilities: 
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F. Academic Support Services and Library Resources: 
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G. Staffing and Professional Development: 
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H. Industry Trends/Advisory Committee Recommendations (Required for CTE): 
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What additional data would help with your next program review? 
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Part II: Program Goals and Recommendations 
List any short-term or long-term goals for the program: 
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Recommendation #1: 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

Check all areas that apply: 

 Academic Support
 Curriculum
 Distance Education
 Equipment

 Facilities
 Library Resources
 Professional Dev.
 Safety

 Scheduling
 Staffing
 Technology
 Other: _______________________

Action plan: 

Responsible party/parties: Timeline: 

 Has associated cost: $ ________________ Priority:  _____________________________
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Recommendation #2: 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

Check all areas that apply: 

 Academic Support
 Curriculum
 Distance Education
 Equipment

 Facilities
 Library Resources
 Professional Dev.
 Safety

 Scheduling
 Staffing
 Technology
 Other: _______________________

Action plan: 

Responsible party/parties: Timeline: 

 Has associated cost: $ ________________ Priority:  _____________________________
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Recommendation #3: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 

 Academic Support 
 Curriculum 
 Distance Education 
 Equipment 

 Facilities 
 Library Resources  
 Professional Dev. 
 Safety  

 Scheduling 
 Staffing 
 Technology 
 Other: _______________________ 

Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

 Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 
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Recommendation #4: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 

 Academic Support 
 Curriculum 
 Distance Education 
 Equipment 

 Facilities 
 Library Resources  
 Professional Dev. 
 Safety  

 Scheduling 
 Staffing 
 Technology 
 Other: _______________________ 

Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

 Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 
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Recommendation #5: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 

 Academic Support 
 Curriculum 
 Distance Education 
 Equipment 

 Facilities 
 Library Resources  
 Professional Dev. 
 Safety  

 Scheduling 
 Staffing 
 Technology 
 Other: _______________________ 

Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

 Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 
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Recommendation #6: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 

 Academic Support 
 Curriculum 
 Distance Education 
 Equipment 

 Facilities 
 Library Resources  
 Professional Dev. 
 Safety  

 Scheduling 
 Staffing 
 Technology 
 Other: _______________________ 

Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

 Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 
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Recommendation #7: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 

 Academic Support 
 Curriculum 
 Distance Education 
 Equipment 

 Facilities 
 Library Resources  
 Professional Dev. 
 Safety  

 Scheduling 
 Staffing 
 Technology 
 Other: _______________________ 

Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

 Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 
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Recommendation #8: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 

 Academic Support 
 Curriculum 
 Distance Education 
 Equipment 

 Facilities 
 Library Resources  
 Professional Dev. 
 Safety  

 Scheduling 
 Staffing 
 Technology 
 Other: _______________________ 

Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

 Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 
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Recommendation #9: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 

 Academic Support 
 Curriculum 
 Distance Education 
 Equipment 

 Facilities 
 Library Resources  
 Professional Dev. 
 Safety  

 Scheduling 
 Staffing 
 Technology 
 Other: _______________________ 

Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

 Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 
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Recommendation #10: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 

 Academic Support 
 Curriculum 
 Distance Education 
 Equipment 

 Facilities 
 Library Resources  
 Professional Dev. 
 Safety  

 Scheduling 
 Staffing 
 Technology 
 Other: _______________________ 

Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

 Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 


	Prepared and submitted by: Melissa Moreno
	Program Data Overview: 2016-2017 demographics for the program compared to WCC: gender - nearly identical; age - slightly younger; race/ethnicity - more Hispanic; more low income, EOPS and BOGFW.  2016-2017 demographics for the program compared to Colusa: gender  - more male; age - slightly younger; race/ethnicity  - nearly identical.Five-year trends in demographic at WCC: gender - fewer males; age - fewer minors and more adults; race ethnicity - more Hispanic and less African American; more EOPS, fewer BOGFW.  Five-year trends in demographic at Colusa: gender  - more balanced; age - more minors and fewer young adults; race ethnicity - more White; fewer low incomeNotes about demographics: there is a national trend toward a higher percentage of females enrolled in college than males; the program consistently serves more minor and young adult students (because it serves transfer students), more Hispanic students, more low income students, and more BOGFW students than the WCC location average; the program consistently serves more Hispanic students, more low income students than the Colusa location average; At WCC during 2016-2017, the WSCH/FTEF productivity for Ethnic Studies was 516.  This was a big increase in productivity from the prior four years (393 in 2015-2016, 383 in 2014-2015, 437 in 2013-2014, and 400 in 2012-2013). Perhaps the productivity for Ethnic Studies was higher because there was an increase in the number of students enrolled in the program or more students enrolled in the college.  The bulk of the courses with productivity were the Chicana/o Studies ones. Unlike prior years, there was active outreach to announce the new NEW Chicana/o Studies degree and courses by the full time faculty during sabbatical. At Colusa during 2016-2017, the WSCH/FTEF productivity was 338.  The Colusa productivity has been varying greatly over the past five years (465 in 2015-2016, 225 in 2014-2015, 420 in 2013-2014, and 735 in 2012-2013).The Ethnic Studies fill rates for 2016-2017 were 86% for WCC and 57% for Colusa.  The WCC fill rate had stayed fairly stable for the prior four years, around 65%.  The Colusa fill rates varied wildly.  The Ethnic Studies retention rates for 2017-2018 were 89% for both WCC and Colusa.  The WCC retention rate had stayed fairly stable for the past five years.  The Colusa retention rates varied slightly over the prior four years. The Ethnic Studies success rates for 2017-2018 were 77% for WCC and 81% for Colusa.  The WCC success rate had was slightly lower for the prior four years (ranging from 66% to 72%).  The Colusa success rates were similar over the prior four years, except for 67% in 2014-2015.The program did not have an AA degree or Certificate during the reviewed period, 2012-2017.  WCC 5-year trends for fill rates: ETHN-1 was lower in the previous years, ranging from 46% to 59%; ETHN-5 and ETHN-11 are new classes with no history; ETHN-6 has been consistent with the prior three years but was lower in 2012-2013 at 69%; ETHN-15 was lower in previous years (ranging from 47% to 68%).  It could be that the fill rates were higher because there were more students enrolled at the college or because there was more outreach. Colusa 5-year trends for fill rates: ETHN-1 was higher in prior years (45% in 2013-2014 and 69% in 2015-2016); ETHN-6 was fairly similar to prior years; ETHN-11 is a new class with no history. 
	Curriculum Overview: Required for AA Degree are courses: 1, 5, 21, 30 and elective courses are: 2, 6, 11, 15, SOCIL 5 & 8The General Education Degree listing in the 2017-2018 Catalog Addendum (on page 116) Arts & Humanities section should list Ethnic Studies 2, 5, 6, 15, 30 (but is missing 2, 5, 6, 30 and includes 16 which is not currently offered) and the Social and Behavioral Sciences section should list Ethnic Studies 1, 2, 6, 11, 15, 21 (but is missing 2, 21 and includes 7 which is not currently offered). Ethnic Studies courses are listed in the Anthropology AA, Education Certificate, Chicana/o Studies AA, General Education Degree, History AA-T, Social Justice Studies AA-TAll Ethnic Studies courses are current and transferable, covering some general education, and include the following:ETHN-1, Introduction to Chicano Studies, Effective date 1/1/16, Fulfills CSU D3, UC  - B, IGETC 4C, WCC GE B & MGR requirements and also is articulated with UCD CHI-10, Not open for credit to students with credit in LARAZ 1.ETHN-2, Introduction to Native American Studies, Effective date 1/1/16, Fulfills CSU D3 & D6, UC  - B, IGETC 4C, WCC GE B, C & MGR requirements and also is articulated with UCD NAS-1ETHN-5, Introduction to Chicana/o Culture, Effective date 1/1/16, Fulfills CSU C2, D3 & D6, UC  - B & H, IGETC 3B & 4C, WCC GE C & MGR requirements and also is articulated with UCD CHI-50ETHN-6, History of Race and Ethnicity in America, Effective date 1/1/15, Fulfills CSU C2 & D3, UC  - B & H, IGETC 3B & 4C, WCC GE B, C & MGR requirements,  Not open to credit for students with credit in HIST 6.ETHN-11, Introduction to Ethnic Studies, Effective date 1/1/16, Fulfills CSU D3, UC  - B, IGETC 4C, WCC GE B & MGR requirementsETHN-15, Mexican-American History, Effective date 1/1/16, Fulfills CSU C2, D3, D6 & Constitution, UC  - B & H, IGETC 3B & 4C, WCC GE B, C & MGR requirements, Satisfies CSU Title 5, Section 40404, U.S. History, Constitution, and American Ideals requirement when ETHN 15/HIST 15 and POLSCI 1 are completed. Not open for credit to students who have completed HIST 15 or LARAZ 15.ETHN-21, Chicana/o and Latina/o Health Care Issues, Effective date 1/1/16, Fulfills CSU D3, UC  - B, IGETC 4C, WCC GE B & MGR requirements and also is articulated with CSUS ETHN-11ETHN-30, Survey of Chicana/o Art, Effective date 1/1/16, Fulfills CSU D3 & D6, UC  - B & H, IGETC 3B & 4C, WCC GE C & MGR requirements and also is articulated with UCD CHI-70 
	Technology Equipment and Facilities: The program's current state/usage of technology, equipment, and facilities and needs are noted below. These are high recommendations for serving underrepresented EOP low income Hispanic students to persist and succeed in college. It is essential that the SCREEN in 839 be adjusted to hang on the west wall (rather than on south wall) so all students can have access to the screen compared to the current set up that is used bi-weekly.It is essential that the second SCREEN be repaired in Room 606 to go up and down bi-weekly. It is essential that INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY be offered on-site and available to students for help with CANVAS, word, excel, webadvisor, and other programs Monday through Thursday, in addition to email and phone assistance.It is essential that INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY assists with Ethnic Studies WEBSITE updating with current information and images for student and public daily use.It is essential that INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY assist with creating a searchable feature to view class schedule for student and public daily use.  Currently, the PDFs of the Schedule are created with images of the pages, instead of plain text.  Changing the way that the PDFs are created will also reduce the file size of the PDFs, which makes them easier to access for students with limited internet access.  This should be simple to address as it is just changing how the Schedule is converted to PDF format for placing on the website.  Sometimes it is not quick to scroll through the document because it loads slowly because of the bloated file size, and some schedules have lots of pages before the courses are listed  - then followed by an alphabetical listing for summer WCC, then fall WCC, then summer Colusa, then fall Colusa, then DE.  Additionally, the table of contents in the PDF should be clickable links that can take a student directly to specific sections of the document.It is essential that INSTRUCTIONAL TECHOLOGY provide a searchable fall class schedule that can be available to high school counselors in late February or early March, before high school counselor assign courses to students in early spring for the fall. It is essential that WIFI can be accessed throughout the entire campus, including in the area around the 839 offices, for students on a daily basesIt is essential that FACILITY ROOM 101 Multicultural Center be unlocked and opened by custodial for student access Monday through Thursday for regular cultural programming and study space for student connectivity to the institution. Basic EQUIPMENT is needed at the Center's office like a computer (and printer) and phone. The office had a computer but was disconnected when full time faculty went on sabbatical; the Center's phone needs to be re-connected because the room has bad cell phone reception; it is needed for emergencies. The Center's office needs office supplies (i.e. easels, stapler, coffee/tea pots, and pens). Usage is monthly or more by Ethnic Studies and other units.   
	Academic Support Services and Library Resources: Students in Ethnic Studies currently make use of academic support services such as tutoring, academic success workshops, Ethnic Studies book collection, as well as library resource data bases like ProQuest, JSTOR, Latino Studies, Aztlan, and Ethnic NewsWatch. The research databases are essential to the program because of the college transferable material and information. College must continue or sustain or grow the current databases. Ethnic NewsWatch was purchased and available last year, but full time faculty was on sabbatical and it is unknown how frequent it was used while faculty was on leave. Based on retention and success rates documented in the previous sections of this report, Ethnic Studies can continue to benefit from the current academic support services and library resources.  
	Staffing and Professional Development: The Ethnic Studies program is charged with providing courses with community service and cultural programming, working closely with Diversity Committee. The staffing for WCC Ethnic Studies over the last five years has consisted of one full time faculty (Dr. Melissa Moreno) and primarily 2-3 adjunct faculty (e.g., Dr. Cirenio Rodriguez, Andres Rodriguez, Raul Arambula, or Todd Shima) and an inconsistent number of 3-to-0 Federally Work-Study Student Interns at assist with cultural programming over the last 5 years. The staffing for Colusa is 1-2 adjunct faculty (i.e. Dr. Cirenio Rodriguez or Andres Rodriguez). For short and long terms goals, full-time faculty and Adjunct faculty must be retained and Federal Work-Study Student Interns must be rehired especially as it serves an HSI and is preparing to serve WJUSD in its emerging Ethnic Studies course requirement for students and service to community. Given staff and faculty retention struggles at WCC, it seems that professional development is needed that addresses topics and practices of restorative justice, social, justice, equity, cross cultural communication, anti-racism, and courageous conversations about race in college leadership and classrooms.  
	Program: Ethnic Studies 
	Recommendation01: Recommend that Cross Cultural Series (cultural programming) be reinstated, with both institutional funding and Federal Work Study Student Interns, that can be offered through the Multicultural Center (with re-installed phone for emergency use during poor cell reception). Supporting the Cross Cultural Series is part of the Diversity Plan; organizing cultural programing closely with Diversity Committee are part of the basic functions of Ethnic Studies - in addition to teaching; however Diversity Committee faculty members do not plan and organize cultural events or provide consistent funding and staff support for cultural events organized by Ethnic Studies.  
	Rationale01: 1)Program serves more Hispanic students (62%) compared to the HIS (51%) and its curriculum (including a Chicana/o Studies degree) is valuable to this demographic; 2) Cultural programming  can serve to improve students persistence and connectivity to the institution; 3) importance to offer Cross Cultural Series is noted in WCC Diversity Plan; 4) recommendation ties in with College's Vision to provide academics that “will empower our students to succeed and positively transform their lives” in “an environment that values diversity” and “civic responsibility;” 5) recommendation supports the YCCD Board Strategic Direction of enhancing the college's position and “image in the community” and their “role in community engagement;” 6) recommendation responds to what the Master Plan says about students wanting more activities “to increase student involvement” in terms of “more campus life events;” 7) according to the Master Plan, it is important for curriculum to respond “to changing demands, new thinking in disciplines and community needs;” 8) recommendation supports the vision of Student Support Services “to collaborate with academic programs to promote a model of collaboration that supports well-aligned instruction and support services that engages student success, CULTURAL DIVERSITY, CIVIC ENGEMENT, LEADERSHIP, and the mission and vision of WCC and YCCD” and “to take advantage of the internal and external network of partnerships” that include faculty; 9) recommendation supports the vision of Woodland's facilities goals “to maximize facilities in order to provide excellent educational programs and services to our students, alumni, and community members for year to come”; 10) over the last 5 years, faculty who serve on the Diversity Committee and Student Affairs Staff have not fully engaged in actually planning and organizing and tended to tasks surrounding the Cross Cultural Series and other major cultural events because of the time and commitment involved, and in 2016-1017 ETHN faculty engaged in professional development during sabbatical that was stimulating, attended multicultural events, on-going trainings, and learned about the history & logistics of operating a multicultural  Ctrs.
	other01: Student Services
	Goals: The Ethnic Studies program goals and objectives include: 1) meet general education requirements for all students, 2) preparestudents planning to transfer and earn a BA degree in Ethnic Studies (e.g., Chicano Studies, Native American Studies, AfricanAmerican Studies, or Asian American Studies) and other professional fields, including social sciences, humanities, law, teaching,social work, and public administration, 3) provide the skills and knowledge needed for courses that are transferable to four-yearcolleges and universities, 4) help students to succeed in the pursuit of excellence in their individual academic and career goals, 5)develop the social awareness of students to stimulate their leadership and community service potential, 6) provide students asolid academic understanding of their socio-economic, political, and historical realities, and 7) develop students' abilities to thinkcritically and express themselves in an organized, logical, and critical manner. The primary goal for the NEW Chicana/o StudiesAA degree, offered beginning 2017, is to prepare students for further study in Chicana/o Studies or a social science orhumanities course of study leading to BA, MA, and/or Ph.D. degrees in education, counseling, social work, law, health, humanecology, or other areas. Students will be prepared to meet this goal by completing a series of courses that will provide them withthe base knowledge needed to transfer to a university or work an entry-level job in community development. The Chicana/oStudies AA degree supports the College's mission and curriculum offerings, as well as statewide master planning, in providingquality degrees, transfer education, life-long career skills, and civic leadership preparation for the communities we serve byfocusing on curriculum emphasizing personal and social responsibility, global awareness, and critical thinking.The goals of Ethnic Studies are to continue successful student-fill rate, retention, student success, and program success at a higher rate than the college for the students it serves through curriculum and cultural programming.  EOPS, Low-Income, and Female Hispanic (i.e. Chicano/Latino) students are the highest demographics in Ethnic Studies (62%) compared to the college (51%). SHORT TERM GOALS:Serve on WJUSD Ethnic Studies Advisory Committee to establish Ethnic Studies Requirement for program growth --*-- Meet with Ethnic Studies Community Advisory Committee for program growth --*-- Revise SLOs  for program growth and restructure --*-- Sustain at least one or more adjunct faculty taught evening courses at Woodland and Colusa, to ensure rotation of Ethnic Studies for program current level --*-- Request Senate and Curriculum Committee design service learning for program to implement for program growth and restructure --*-- Request that Cross Cultural Series be reinstated with institutional funding, Work Study Student Interns, and Multicultural Center use with re-installed office computer and phone for a functional use for program growth --*-- Hold the 2018 Annual Sí Se Puede Recognition and Graduation in Spring for program current level --*-- Continue use of JSTOR and ProQuest databases for program current level --*-- Continue advocating for PUENTE program, that is culturally affirming, over the FYI program, that is color blind, on our campus for program growth --*--  Revise program website and center Chicana/o Studies AA Degree student LONG TERM GOALS:Retain full-time and adjunct faculty at main campus for program current level  --*-- Rotate all Ethnic Studies courses, including all NEW Chicana/o Studies courses, while teaching 3 class preps for program current level  --*-- Students having access to IT on-site in addition to the email and phone for program current level and growth  --*-- Continue use of JSTOR, ProQuest databases, Ethnic NewsWatch, and videos in library for program current level   --*-- Hold Ethnic Studies Open House (Bienvenida) for program growth  --*-- Service Learning off campus for program growth  --*-- Expand Ethnic Studies video collection for program growth  --*-- Functional Multicultural Enrichment Center with Staff for program growth  --*-- Given WCC focus on agriculture, create and offer UCD articulated course “Food Justice in Chicana/o and Indigenous Communities” for program growth  --*-- Create AA degree in Native Studies for program growth 
	Action01: Provide annual funding for Cross Cultural Series Speakers Travel & Refreshments ($1000); Assign 1-2 Federal Work-Study Student interns ($1000 each); unlock and open Multicultural Center Monday through Thursday 9 am to 5 pm; Restore phone; Purchase equip for ME Center: Easels ($75x3=$225 @ Officemax), Art ($300 @ Justseeds) & office supplies ($50) 
	Responsible01: Dean, Faculty, Diversity Committee, and Student Services
	Timeline01: July 2018
	Recommendation02: Revise SLO's and implement service learning in courses that have it indicated on course outlines. 
	Rationale02: The Master Plan describes the importance of SLOs, including for accreditation.  
	other02: Senate
	Action02: Have SLOs reviewed Obtain examples or ways from of revising to implement Service Learning in courses that indicate Service Learning  
	Timeline02: January 2018
	Recommendation03: 
	Rationale03: 
	other03: 
	Action03: 
	Responsible03: 
	Timeline03: 
	Recommendation04: 
	Rationale04: 
	other04: 
	Action04: 
	Responsible04: 
	Timeline04: 
	Cost04: 
	Cost01: 2575
	Priority01: [Medium]
	Responsible02: Program faculty arrange meeting with SLO faculty coordinator
	Cost02: 
	Priority02: [High]
	Cost03: 
	Priority03: [Select:]
	Priority04: [Select:]
	Recommendation05: 
	Rationale05: 
	other05: 
	Action05: 
	Responsible05: 
	Timeline05: 
	Cost05: 
	Priority05: [Select:]
	Recommendation06: 
	Rationale06: 
	other06: 
	Action06: 
	Responsible06: 
	Timeline06: 
	Cost06: 
	Priority06: [Select:]
	Recommendation07: 
	Rationale07: 
	other07: 
	Action07: 
	Responsible07: 
	Timeline07: 
	Cost07: 
	Priority07: [Select:]
	Recommendation08: 
	Rationale08: 
	other08: 
	Action08: 
	Responsible08: 
	Timeline08: 
	Cost08: 
	Priority08: [Select:]
	Recommendation09: 
	Rationale09: 
	other09: 
	Action09: 
	Responsible09: 
	Timeline09: 
	Cost09: 
	Priority09: [Select:]
	Recommendation10: 
	Rationale10: 
	other10: 
	Action10: 
	Responsible10: 
	Timeline10: 
	Cost10: 
	Priority10: [Select:]
	Review Type: Self Study
	Industry Trends (CTE): Overall students in the Ethnic Studies program and those earning a degree in Chicana/o Studies are prepared to work in various industry sector employment levels such as government, education, health care, social assistance, as well as professional and business services insofar as they gain the skills (i.e., global awareness, critical thinking, and social responsibility) and leadership to serve all communities and tending to issues of equity. These employment levels are significant according to the regional market trends in the WCC Master Plan.The Ethnic Studies program prepares students to transfer and earn a BA degree in Ethnic Studies (e.g., Chicano Studies, African American Studies, Native American Studies, or Asian American Studies) and professional fields, including social sciences, humanities, law, teaching, social work, and public administration. The Chicana/o Studies degree goals and curriculum include fulfilling general education, transfer requirements, university articulation requirements, and prepare students for further study in Chicana/o Studies or a social science or humanities course of study leading to BA, MA, and/or Ph.D. degrees. Chicana/o Studies provides students with career opportunities in education, social work, law, public administration, community development, the arts, ecology, and health. Most career options require more than two years of college study. Students can begin by earning an Associate's Degree (AA) in Chicana/o Studies.The WCC Chicana/o Studies degree is now articulated with UC Davis Chicana/o Studies and they are preparing student across fields. See https://www.ucdavis.edu/majors/chicana-chicano-studies/what-can-i-do-with-chicana-chicano-studies-major 
	additional data requests: (1) How much percent makes a “significant difference” (compared over time or compared to the location)?  For example, if my program has 75% young adults compared to the location having 62% young adults, is that considered a significant difference that needs explanation?  --(2)-- Can college administration provide demographics analysis for the locations (for the past year as well as trends over the past 5 years)?  --(3)-- Given that that best practices document asked for data to be analyzed by location, why then are EOPS, DSPS, CalWORKs, and BOGFW data presented for the entire school, and not broken down by location?  --(4)-- Can the demographics for all programs be shared within the college, like at other colleges, so that we can compare with other departments for the purpose of knowing what best practices are being used in other programs, and have a sense of resource allocation at the HSI?  --(5)-- What was the productivity data of the college for the past year?  What is the 5-year trend for the colleges' productivity?  Can administration provide explanations for those college-wide productivity figures and trends?  What was the productivity data at the division level and/or each division?  --(6)-- What were the fill rate, success rate, and retention rate of the college for the past year?  What are the 5-year trends for the college?  How did the rates vary by gender, age, race/ethnicity, GPA, special needs status, modality, and location?  Can administration provide explanations for those college-wide figures?  What about figures for each division?  --(7)-- Can staff provide an explanation of the total number of degrees and certificates awarded last year and the 5-year trend, for the entire college and also broken down by location?  --(8)-- What is the total number of Hispanic students that graduated, earned degrees, and earned certificates last year and the 5-year trend?  How many of them took Ethnic Studies courses?  --(9)-- Where can I get final data about classes/sections from prior semesters (including course name, section number, days/times offered, # of students in the final roll)?  --(10)-- Can the courses be combined when creating the spreadsheet?  For example. In Part D, I have four rows of data for the course ETHN-6.   -(11)-- Can the data spreadsheet be created without merged cells?  --(12)-- Can we receive a listing of all the course sections offered, that includes Course Number, Semester, Fill Rate, and Days & Times offered? For example, it could include this information for each section: ETHN-1, Fall 2016, 86%, MW 9:00-10:15am.   -(13)-- Can the data be given to department chairs in a visual format that is quicker to read (like charts)?  -(14)-- This program report attempted to address all of the items suggested in the best practices document, which resulted in a very long and data-dense document that took a very long time to write and seems it would take a long time to read.  Will the report actually be read by DIG and PRVT members if it is long?  Is there a way to get more value with less effort for future program reviews?   --(15)-- As general feedback, this program review rubic is better than the past. However I am still concerned about errors made by copying numbers from the spreadsheet into sentences for the report.   Could someone (IT Dept) please make a script to automate the creation of those sentences that include the data?  --(16)-- For best practice, can you provide a completed model program review “annual update” report to faculty before the next one is due?  Can you also provide a model “self study” 5-year program review?  --(17)-- Why not separate the goals by curriculum and other areas, anymore?  --(18)-- Under recommendation, would you please clarify when the timeline should begin? The year the faculty is preparing the program review or the following academic year? --(19)--Why are there word limits in this form?  I needed more space for the 5 year study.  All the best practices data was gathered but there was not enough room to include all of it.  There was also not enough room to include the analysis.  Needed more room for evidence. --(20)-- In future years, will you accept supporting documents again?  --(21)-- Using the PDF form was awkward.  Would it make sense to go back to the web form or Microsoft Word documents?  
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	Scheduling Overview: The fill rate for the program at WCC during 2016-2017 was 86%.  The 5-year trend had been fairly consistently around 65% until last year.  The specific fill rates for this year are listed below along with class offerings according to the schedules.  Note that the WCC ETHN-6 courses were listed in the “First Year Experience” section for Fall 2016 (because it has been a required course) and not in the regular section of the department's course offerings.  The fill rate for Colusa during 2016-2017 was 57%.  The 5-year trend had been varying.  The specific fill rates for this year are listed below along with class offerings according to the schedules. Course coverage included 11 weekday courses, 3 evening courses, 0 weekend courses, 0 DE courses, 11 courses at WCC and 3 courses at Colusa, for a total of 14 courses offered.      WCC: ETHN-1: 93% (SP17 MW 1:00-2:15pm)      ETHN-5: 105% (FA16 TTH 1:00-2:15pm)      ETHN-6: 88% (SU16 MTWTH 3:15-5:20pm, FA16 MW 10:30-11:45am, FA16 TTH 4:00-5:15pm, SP17 TTH 9:00-10:15am, SP17 MW 5:30-6:45pm)      ETHN-11: 56% (FA16 TTH 10:30-11:45am, SP17 TTH 10:30-11:45am)      ETHN-15: 98% (FA16 MW 1:00-2:15pm, SP17 TTH 1:00-2:15pm)     Colusa: ETHN-1: 38% (SU16 MTWTH 8:00-10:05am)      ETHN-6: 93% (FA16 T 6:00-8:50pm      ETHN-11: 40% (SP17 M 6:00-8:50pmDuring 2015-2016, the fill rate at WCC was 66%, the fill rate at Colusa was 78%, for a total of 15 courses offered.During 2014-2015, the fill rate at WCC was 66%, the fill rate at Colusa was 38%, for a total of 15 courses offered.During 2013-2014, the fill rate at WCC was 73%, the fill rate at Colusa was 70%, for a total of 15 courses offered.During 2012-2014, the fill rate at WCC was 65%, the fill rate at Colusa was 123%, for a total of 12 courses offered.For the new Chicano Studies AA degree, a proposed two year schedule has been developed to allow students to complete the degree within a 2-yesr cycle.  Courses for the new degree include ETHN-1 (Intro to Chicano Studies), ETHN-5 (Chicano Culture), ETHN-21 (Chicano Health) and ETHN-30 Chicano Art).  Note that the rotation needs to include ETHN-2 (Intro Native), ETHN-6 (race, the most popular class), ETHN-11 (Intro to Ethnic Studies), and ETHN-15 (Mexican-American History, another popular class)FA Year 1: ETHN-2 (native), ETHN-6 (race), ETHN-21 (Chicano Health), plus ETHN-15 (Mex-Am History)SP Year 1: ETHN-5 (Chicano Culture), ETHN-6 (race), ETHN-15 (Mex-Am History)FA Year 2: ETHN-2 (native), ETHN-6 (race), ETHN-30 (Chicano Art), plus ETHN-15 (Mex-Am History)SP Year 2: ETHN-1 (Intro Chicano Studies), ETHN-6 (race), ETHN-11 (Intro Ethnic Studies), plus ETHN-15 (Mex-Am History)A rotation for Colusa was also developed to offer the following courses: ETHN-1 (Intro Chicano Studies), ETHN-6 (race), ETHN-11 (Intro Ethnic Studies), ETHN-5 (Chicano Culture), ETHN-15 (Mexican-American HistoryAll instructional deans should consult with faculty for Fall, Spring and Summer courses. 
	Student Learning Outcomes Assessment Overview: SLO's are written for all classes. Most SLO's have been accessed by full time faculty (expect for newer courses), and less by adjunct. Dean Martinez was contacted over the year to assist with acquiring SLOs while full time faculty was on sabbatical. The program SLOs include Critical Thinking, Global Awareness, and Social Responsibility. They are measured through Program cultural events and assignments. Assessment will lead to make changes in the courses that have service learning. ETHN-1: (1) Identify historical events and social movements that have shaped racial ethnic relations among Anglos and Chicanos in U.S. society (2) Explain the social construction of Chicano ethnic identityETHN-2: (1) Compare and contrast institutional policies to understand the status of Native American social issues, (2) Accurately define the term "sovereignty" and demonstrate the ability to define and to apply this concept to "self- determination.", (3) Students will demonstrate understanding of the similarities and differences between policies impacting the citizenship, education, and political rights of Native AmericansETHN-5: (1) Use examples of Chicana/o art that illustrate different social issues, (2) Identify the main contexts from which Chicana/o art emerges, (3) Evaluate the implications of Chicana/o art in everyday life and popular cultureETHN-6: (1) To think critically, identify historical concepts that explain the social and economic status of various racial ethnic groups in US institutions in course readings and in-class writing., (2) For global awareness, analyze intersections of race, ethnicity, class, gender, and immigration representing race relations in films, (3) For a sense of social responsibility, conduct an interview with a community member regarding the regional history of race and ethnic relations then write and present about it.ETHN-11: (1) Compare the experiences of two or more racialized ethnic groups in the U.S., (2) Identify and articulate how social movements impact the identity formation and social responsibility of racialized ethnic groups.ETHN-15: (1) Identify and analyze historical concepts that explain Mexican American historical issues in course readings, oral history, and academic research., (2) Develop an oral history project that represents the perspective of Mexican American community members., (3) Explain historical perspectives regarding issues impacting Mexican American communities in a group presentation.ETHN-21: (1) Analyze intersections of cultural identity and structural issues in obtaining health care., (2) Use examples of health care practices and discourse to explain the health status of Chicana/o, Latina/o, and Mexican Indigenous migrant groups in the US, (3) Evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of health practices and discourseETHN-30: (1) Use examples of Chicana/o art that illustrate different social issues, (2) Identify the main contexts from which Chicana/o art emerges, (3) Evaluate the implications of Chicana/o art in everyday life and popular culture 
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